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Abstract. Reputation systems are emerging as a promising method for enabling
electronic transactions with unknown entities to be conducted with some level
of confidence. Consequently the topic of reputation systems attracts increasing
attention from players in the e-business industry. However, it seems that up un-
til now privacy issues have not been given a fair treatment in the literature on
reputation systems. We identify two different concerns for privacy in reputation
systems: one is for the feedback provider and the other is for the feedback target.
Possible solutions for each of these concerns are proposed based on electronic
cash technology and designated verifier proofs. These are described within a new
architecture for managing reputation certificates.

1 Introduction

Reputation systems are specifically developed to collect, analyse and produce users’
reputation [7] in e-commerce. They have emerged as a promising method for enabling
electronic transactions with unknown entities to be conducted with some level of confi-
dence. Recently, the topic of reputation systems attracts increasing attention from play-
ers in the e-business industry. However, it seems that up until now privacy issues have
not been given a fair treatment in the literature on reputation systems. There are two
major concerns for privacy in reputation systems: one is for the feedback provider and
the other is for the feedback target. Hence, in this paper we propose a new architecture
for a reputation system by providing strong privacy in two ways. First, the identity of a
feedback provider is hidden from the certificate authority/calculation centre ( 	�
��	�	 ).
Second, the reputation rating of the feedback target is only shown to the intended rely-
ing parties.

Notation Table 1 presents symbols that will be used to represent parameters throughout
the paper.

����� The work reported in this paper has been funded in part by the Co-operative Research Centre
for Enterprise Distributed Systems Technology (DSTC) through the Australian Federal Gov-
ernment’s CRC Programme (Department of Industry, Science & Resources).
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Table 1. The entities and their symbols used throughout the paper

���
A feedback target obtains the reputation rating based on the feedback.

���
A feedback provider provides feedback on

���
.

���
A relying party uses

���
’s reputation rating to make decision.

���
The token issuer conducts the registration prosess, records transactions made between
���

and
���

and signs a token.
	�	�
�	��

The collection centre/certificate authority collects the legitimate tokens and uses them
to calculate reputation rating and subsequently issue certificates.
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Fig. 1. eBay’s Reputation System

Organisation of the Paper Section 2 presents eBay’s reputation scheme. Section 3
elaborates the background of the proposed architecture. Section 4 explores the issue
of privacy of feedback provider while Section 5 focusses on the issue of privacy of
feedback target. Finally, Section 6 concludes the paper.

2 eBay’s Reputation Scheme

eBay is a prominent example of an electronic auction company that has successfully
incorporated a reputation system into its auction operation. There are three types of en-
tities participating; the eBay authority, the feedback providers and the feedback targets.
eBay authority collects the feedbacks submitted by the feedback providers and uses
them to calculate a reputation rating for the feedback targets. Figure 1 shows the graph-
ical representation of the eBay system. Although eBay’s reputation scheme is successful
it suffers several drawbacks.

Weak security measures. There are no strong security features provided in the system
to protect the privacy of feedback providers. A pseudonym and password are used
to protect the identity of a feedback provider in the system. The repeated use of the
same pseudonym allows different feedback from the same user to be linked which
makes identification both more likely and more dangerous.

Public reputation values. Reputation ratings of feedback targets are known publicly
in eBay. Anyone can log into eBay’s web site and obtain the reputation rating of
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registered users. It may be argued that more business opportunities are created for
the registered users with public reputation rating but this argument is not always
correct. What happens if the feedback submitted is a phantom or bogus? This defi-
nitely will influence the produced reputation rating which may be unfair to certain
feedback targets especially the honest ones. Consequently these feedback targets
will be the victim of such events. Therefore, some users would prefer their reputa-
tion to be known only to entities with which they are considering a transaction.

Single point of trust. eBay authority conducts most of the reputation management tasks,
including registration of users, collection of feedback, and calculation of reputation
ratings. This centralized approach places the data of users in the absolute trust of
the eBay operators. Collusion between buyers and sellers can result in unfair rep-
utation ratings, and this is more acute with the cooperation of staff with privileged
access to data. With the knowledge they possess, phantom or unfair feedback can
be easily created and reputation rating of a user is disclosed for the public.

In summary, eBay is unsatisfactory to provide an appropriate means to reserve pri-
vacy for both the feedback provider and the feedback target. Our solution addresses
these limitations and this is discussed in the next section.

3 The Proposed Architecture

The architecture is independent of any reputation engine. The only constraint is that a
centralised approach is taken, so that reputation values are calculated by a single entity.
There is a built in separation between feedback collection and calculation of reputation
rating. In later sections we show how to build strong privacy into the architecture.

The architecture is designed on the basis that feedback targets will receive a reputa-
tion certificate from the collection centre, which also acts as a certification authority for
this purpose. In the general architecture the format of the reputation certificate is flexi-
ble. In Section 5 we propose a specific format of reputation certificate which allows the
owner to control the certificate distribution.

3.1 Entities

There are five entities participating in the proposed architecture: ��� , ��� , ��� , 	�
��	�	
and ��� . Figure 2 shows the graphical representation of the entities and how they inter-
act.

3.2 Processes

There are seven processes in the proposed architecture: registration, request token, sub-
mit token, request certificate, show certificate, update certificate and validate certificate.
We omit their details due to space constraint.
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Fig. 2. Abstract View of the Proposed Architecture

4 Privacy of Feedback Provider

Several requirements may be identified in order to achieve privacy of the feedback
provider.

– Valid Feedback. The feedback given must be based on a legitimate transaction
made by registered users. In order to achieve this the token issuer will only allow
feedback when a valid transaction has taken place, so all transactions take place
through the token issuer. (Of course it is not possible to ensure that feedback is
given honestly.)

– Anonymous Feedback. The value of feedback given by the feedback provider
should stay anonymous to the token issuer authority. Since the token issuer will
know the identity of the feedback target this is essential to maintain privacy of the
feedback.

– One Time Feedback. Only one feedback may be given for each transaction. Mul-
tiple feedback values can be viewed as bogus or phantom feedback which conse-
quently influence the reputation rating produced. A related property which may be
desired is to weight the feedback according to the transaction value. This is also
possible in our scheme.

– Anonymous Feedback Provider. The identity of feedback provider must remain
anonymous to the CC/CA since the feedback value must be given in the clear to
allow the CC to calculate the reputation value. This property enables unlinkability
between feedback given and feedback provider.

4.1 Brands’ cash scheme

When we examine the requirements for privacy of feedback providers stated above it
can be seen that electronic cash provides all of the required properties. There are nu-
merous cash schemes available in the literature which can be employed [3, 5] to design
our solution. However, the features in Brands’ cash scheme [1] seems to be ideal to
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meet the requirements. In order to re-cast the cash scheme in a manner which is useful
for our purposes, we consider these processes more generally as an authorisation from
the bank to generate a signature of a certain restricted type.

4.2 Protocol

The designed protocol concentrates on producing a legitimate token to achieve unlink-
ability of ��� and the feedback given. The protocol can be divided into two phases,
requesting for a legitimate token and submission of the legitimate token to 	�
��	�	 .

System Setup: Let ��� possess a public key � � = ����� , where � ���
	�� is the cor-
responding private key while ��� possesses a public key � � = ����� , where � ����	�� is
the corresponding private key. A signing function denoted by ������������� �!�#"$��� % means
�&� �!�'"(��� digitally signed by ) .

– Requesting a legitimate token This phase corresponds to the withdrawal phase
in Brands cash system. ��� takes the role of the bank and ��� takes the role of
the customer. The process of creating a legitimate token requires several steps. It
commences when ��� authenticates himself to ��� as a registered user. � � verifies
this authentication by checking against the database of the registered users. It is
essential before issuing any legitimate token that the particulars of the transaction
� , meet two conditions as follows; the transaction has already taken place between
��� and ��� and no repeated feedback for the same transaction has been conducted
within a fixed time window (for example a day). An anonymous legitimate token
is issued to ��� in which ��� ’s identity does not appear. Table 2 in Appendix A
describes the details of the protocol.

– Submitting the legitimate token This stage corresponds to the payment phase in
the cash system. ��� takes the role of the customer and the 	�	��	�
 plays the role
of the merchant. ��� submits �*�+�-,.�/�10 
20�34% to 	�
��	�	 . A three step proof of
knowledge is conducted (refer to appendix A for detail). Here ��� proves that he
knows �/�10 
20536% representation. Since the tokens are never deposited back to the
��� , the 	�	 � 	�
 must save the tokens until they are expired. The expiry time on the
token may be relatively short. Each token must be checked for double submission.
Note, however, that the 	�	 � 	�
 does not have to do this check in real time since,
unlike payment for goods, there is nothing to be sent back to the feedback provider
except for an acknowledgement. Due to the e-cash properties, feedback providers
who try to submit a token twice will be identified.

5 Privacy of Feedback Target

Two properties have been identified as desirable in order to achieve the privacy of the
feedback target.

– Distribution by owner. Distribution of the reputation rating should be limited to
the intended recipients as determined by the owner of the reputation certificate
(the feedback target). For this purpose we do not envisage a central directory of
reputation certificates. Instead, certificates are issued to their owners who then push
them to transaction partners when desired.
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– Restrictions on recipient. The reputation rating should be verified only by the
intended recipient. In particular the recipient should not be allowed to pass on rep-
utation information to a third party without the permission of the certificate owner.
Furthermore, the owner should be able to reveal only partial information about his
reputation if he wishes to.

In order to provide these properties we propose to use a designated verifier scheme
together with a proof of knowledge. The next subsection provides a brief explanation
of designated verifier proofs proposed by Jakobsson et al. [6] as the building block
for designing the privacy property in the proposed architecture to enable control of the
circulation of reputation certificates to the intended recipients. This is followed by a
discussion on how to incorporate the protocol in the proposed architecture.

5.1 The Building Blocks

Two primitives, the designated verifier proof and proof of knowledge are used as build-
ing blocks of the proposed architecture. The scheme is used to enable the prover to
designate a verifier to be convinced on the proof shown to him. However, the verifier
cannot show the proof to others because they cannot be convinced of the proof shown
by the verifier.

5.2 Protocol in the Proposed Scheme

Two options can be employed in order to produce a certificate for feedback targets. One
is to use a normal identity certificate with a reputation rating attribute. The other is to
employ a special purpose reputation certificate. For the former solution, the 	�	 � 	�

is responsible to issue the identity certificate in addition to calculation of the reputation
rating. In the latter option, the 	�	 � 	�
 is only responsible for issuing reputation cer-
tificates and is not required to verify the physical identity of the user. We believe that the
former option is not very practical, so in our proposal we assume the reputation certifi-
cate is issued only for the purpose of verifying reputation; a separate identity certificate
may be used. There are two stages in the proposed architecture.

Request for Certificate A feedback target is required to register with the 	�	 � 	�

before a certificate can be issued. The certificate contains various attributes including
a reputation rating. It is assumed that the reputation rating applied here is a single di-
mension for simplification, but multiple dimensions could also be included. To register,
a feedback target can come personally to 	�	��	�
 ’s office and present his identity cer-
tificate or send it through a secure channel.

Following the pattern used by Brands in his proposal for private credentials [2],
attributes will be encoded in a representation in a finite group � . There are two attributes
� � and � � to be included in the reputation certificates. The � � attribute denotes feedback
target identity while � � denotes reputation rating for feedback target. Public generators
for � must be known, denoted � � , � � and � . These must be independent in that the log
of each one with respect to each other one is unknown to any party. Let ������� ���
	��
be the public key of the feedback target and � ��� be the corresponding private key. ���
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chooses a random number � and this number is kept secret by ��� . The values will be
encoded as

� � ��� �� ��� �� ��� .
The expiry time of reputation certificate is important as to indicate the validity

of reputation rating. For this purpose, a reasonable time frame can be used such as a
weekly basis. However, it is important to remember that not all certificates should have
the same expiry date. The statistic of previous activities of feedback target could be
used as a guideline to set up the the time frame of expiry date for various reputation
certificates. The guideline prevents too many certificates being issued due to frequent
change of expiry date which may incur extra cost to feedback targets. A typical certifi-
cate format may be as follows.

� 	�
 identity Expiry time 	�
 Signature

The protocol messages involved in acquiring a certificate are shown below. In the
first message ��� chooses � randomly and calculates � � ��� . In addition to � , ���
must supply a proof of knowledge of � denoted as 	�
 ����������1% . This prevents ��� from
cheating to obtain a signature on different values for � � and � � . Once the 	�
��	�	 has
checked the proof he can form the

�
value and corresponding certificate using the

reputation value for � � .
R1: ����� 	�	��	�
 : � 0 ��� ���.0�	�
 ������ � �1%
R2: 	�	��	�
�� ��� : 	 �����
The 	�	��	�
 maintains a database which keeps track of the reputation rating of

registered ��� . This means from time to time ��� must contact 	�	��	�
 to update
their reputatation rating depending on how active ��� is in business transactions. As the
nature of reputation certificate frequently changes over time, a short term certificate, as
deployed in SPKI/SDSI [4] can be applied.

Show Certificate ��� chooses to disclose his reputation rating to the intended relying
party only. To achieve such a proof, let ��� � � � � be the public key of � � and � � be
the corresponding private key. ��� can then verify the validity of reputation rating given
to him using the designated verifier proof technique [6]. If ��� can prove he knows the
private key, � , corresponding to

�
or the private key of the recipient, � � �!������"#� � ,

then he convinces ��� that the reputation rating belongs to him.

S1: ���$� ��� : 	 � ����0 � 0 � � 0 � � , 	�
 �������" �
%

�'& �� �'& ��
%)(*������"+� � % .

The protocol shown is the simplest case in which the prover discloses both � � (iden-
tity) and � � (reputation value) and proves knowledge of the secret, � , determined by the
signed certificate. Using similar techniques it is possible to make a proof of a correct
reputation value while remaining anonymous by not revealing the � � value. A further
variant is to prove only some property of the reputation value, such as that it exceeds
some threshold value. These variants may be useful in certain applications.
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6 Conclusion

This paper has highlighted two concerns for privacy. One is to protect interests of ���
and other is the interest of ��� , the two entities involved in the reputation systems.
Future tasks include improving the efficiency of the proposed architecture and applying
it in different applications. We would also like to explore a chain of reputation ratings
using related techniques.
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